Welcome to Red Eight Gallery’s
Q3 2021 Art Market Report
Q3 has been packed with exciting releases and events here at Red Eight Gallery,
including a brand-new series named “Iconic” by up-and-coming Lisa Thomson
which explores female icons in the arts world.
We’re also delighted to be able to offer ten original artworks by Alec Monopoly,
the NYC street artist who’s been called “the most successful artist that art-world
insiders don’t take seriously” by Artnet. Alec was the most searched for artist on
Artnet’s price database in 2019 and his celebrity following includes Snoop Dogg
and Miley Cyrus.
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This past quarter we’ve also been digging deep into the art market from an investor’s perspective, with an exclusive article featured in the Financial Times
Adviser on the case for fine art as capital protection. During H1 2021 a total of 27
Banksy originals sold at auction for more than US$80 million worth according to
the website “Banksy Explained”. That’s the highest total ever achieved by Banksy
to date, with the top performer being “Game Changer” which sold at Christie’s
London in March 2021 for £16,758,000.
These big sums might sound impressive, but does this mean that investors and
FAs should seriously consider including contemporary art in their portfolios?
You can read our full article on the Financial Times Adviser here, and do keep
reading to discover our latest analysis in this Art Market Report for Q3 2021.

Julian Usher

CEO, Red Eight Gallery
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THE ART MARKET IN Q3 2021
> OVERVIEW
While there’s no denying 2021 remains an unusual year, the art world has seen
strong summer sales and the return of in-person exhibitions. Auction houses are
all reporting sale rates that exceed pre-pandemic levels as collectors and dealers
return to confidence levels not seen for almost two years years.
The Art Basel and UBS mid-year review for 2021 reported 51% of dealers surveyed
saw an increase in sales in the first half of 2021 against the same period in 2020. Yet
this recovery has not been even across the art world. The largest dealers, who had
the greatest average decline in sales in 2020, saw the most improvement over 12
months with sales rising an average of 21%.
For the smallest dealers (with sales of less than $250,000) sales were marginally
below H1 2020 with mid-sized dealers ($500,000 to $1 million in sales) down 3% on
average.
Recovery has been especially strong in Asia, where sales increased an average of
18% over 12 months up to the end of H1 2021. On the other hand, European dealers
reported an average decline of 7% over the same period.

AVERAGE CHANGE IN SALES BY DEALER TURNOVER SEGMENT H1 2020 TO H1 2021
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> OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK
The new Knight Frank Investment Index has some insightful detail on the performance of luxury goods. It reports that during 2020 that while art did not perform as
well as others in the luxury market, there are good reasons to remain positive about
the market:
“For obvious reasons one of the biggest changes was a shift towards private sales
at the major auction houses. The volume of all sales that were publicly auctioned at
Sotheby’s and Christie’s last year was down 26% and 46% on 2019, respectively. The
problem was compounded by the slowing in supply of quality works as consigners
who could afford to wait preferred to sit it out at home.”
The report goes on to say that lockdowns have driven significant growth in demand
for artwork at home and collectors for their own personal interest. According to the
Art Basel/UBS review the majority of dealers are optimistic on growth through the
next year; 91% estimate that their sales would either increase or remain stable, with
only 9% predicting a decline.

> ART BASEL RETURNS
The first edition of Art Basel “at home” since the pandemic took place in September
(rather than June as is traditional), with dealers appearing uncertain as to how the
huge changes that have swept the art market since the pandemic started would affect them. Despite the strict COVID-19 regulations it appeared to be largely business
as usual at the fair.
Some highly anticipated works were on show, including Jean-Michel Basquiat’s 1983
“Hardware Store” which was on offer for $40 million in Van de Weghe Fine Art’s
booth. Although this particular piece remained unsold, notable sales included:
– Jack Shainman Gallery - Kerry James Marshall’s
“Untitled (Exquisite Corpse)” (2021) $5 million.
– White Cube - Mark Bradford, “Kryptonite” (2006) $4.95 million.
– Blum & Poe - Mark Grotjahn, “Untitled (Backcountry Capri 54.48)”
(2021) $4 million.
– Lévy Gorvy - Ellsworth Kelly painting $3.5 million.
– Richard Gray Gallery - “Helen Frankenthaler, Arriving in Africa” (1970) $3 million.
– Hauser & Wirth - Philip Guston’s “The Poet” (1975) $6.5 million.
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> MCARTHUR BINION TRENDING
Chicago-based abstract artist McArthur Binion seemed to be trending at Art Basel,
selling notable works including “Modern:Ancient:Brown” (2021) sold on the first day
of previews for $300,000 and “healing:work” (2020) for $30,000. This success follows on from his sale of DNA: Black Painting: III (2015), sold for $300,000 at a Christie’s, New York in May.

> NFT DEBUT AT ART BASEL
NFTs are “one-of-a-kind” assets in the digital world that can be bought and sold like
any other piece of property. While physical art events were postponed and cancelled
during the pandemic NFTs have been soaring in popularity.
This year saw the debut of NFT digital artworks at ArtBasel, Galerie Nagel Draxler
in particular reporting strong sales of its NFT offerings. Olive Allen’s “Post-death
or The Null Address” NFT sold for 8 ethereum, about £21,200, on opening day while
Kevin Abosch’s NFT had sold for approximately £34,000.
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Usually buyers have to operate through crypto platform OpenSea where NFTs are
bought with cryptocurrency, although the gallery did allow some buyers to pay using more traditional dollars and Euros. Earlier this year an animated GIF of Nyan
Cat - a 2011 meme of a flying pop-tart cat - sold for more than $500,000 (£365,000),
while Christie’s sale of an NFT by digital artist Beeple for $69m (£50m) set a new
record for digital art. Little surprise, then, that debut NFT sales at ArtBasel were
strong.

KEY TRENDS FOR Q3 2021
> MILLENNIALS DOMINATE ART MARKET
The UBS/Art Basel Mid Year Report reveals that Millennial collectors had the highest
median expenditure overall, which at $378,000 is more than three times the level
of Gen X and Boomers. This is helping to drive greater interest in sustainability in
the art world; 77% of collectors now consider sustainable options when it comes to
purchasing works of art or the management of their collections.

MEDIAN VALUE OF HNW COLLECTOR EXPENDITURE ON ART AND ANTIQUES

Similarly, the importance of the Millennial buyers reflects the continued shift to online sales. Online accounted for 33% of sales in H1 2021, with the largest share made
via dealers’ own internal online channels.
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SHARE OF DEALER SALES BY VALUE BY SALES CHANNEL H1 2021

Analysis of the Art Basel/UBS HNW survey respondents also showed that through
2020-2021 the growth of female spending over male spending increased significantly. In the first half of 2021, spending by female collectors increased by just over
one third to $410,000, more than double the level of their male counterparts who
saw growth from 2020 of just 9% to $163,000.
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> FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY
Data from Artnet’s recent analysis of the fine art photography market paints a picture of “an exciting niche with a consistent crew of all-star artists at the top”. These
big players tend to dominate the market, with works by legendary photographers
like Ansel Adams and Henri Cartier-Bresson remaining very popular with large volumes circulating on the secondary market each year.
So far in 2021 photographers Richard Prince, Gilbert & George, and Cindy Sherman
have generated $3.3 million in sales from just three works entitled Untitled (Cowboy), Dark Shadow No. 3, and Untitled #150.
When it comes to contemporary photographers, the Artnet report notes that the
outlook is very bright indeed. “These artists often appear in contemporary sales,
performing at levels akin to contemporary painting and sculpture, and their auction
results dwarf those of more traditional photographers.”

SELL-THROUGH RATE FOR CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHS
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A strong indicator of success is the growing sell-through rate of contemporary
photographs which hit 66% as of September 2021.
Artnet cites several examples of impressive contemporary photography sales in recent years, including a collection of Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills which sold for
$6.7 million in 2014. In total 18 of Sherman’s photos have sold for $1 million at auction, with fellow contemporary photographer Andreas Gursky achieving 30 sales
over $1 million.

For more information about investing in art
or enquiries about the artists we represent, please visit
www.redeightgallery.com

